Timothy Tunny Swallowed a Bunny book. Read 27 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Timothy Tunny Swallowed a bunny. The bunny got stuck in his throat. "That bunny looks funny," His mom said, "but Honey, Be thankful it isn't a goat." In the best tradition of children's poetry, Bill Grossman has created a delightful collection of verses. Each poem is accompanied by a witty and whimsical illustration by celebrated artist Kevin Hawkes. From Kevin I Moses, who has Timothy Tunny Swallowed a bunny. The bunny got stuck in his throat. "That bunny looks funny," His mom said, "but Honey, Be thankful it isn't a goat." Timothy Tunny Swallowed a Bunny Paperback â€“ Illustrated, January 1, 2002. by. Bill Grossman (Author). This book is OK. I think I expected more honestly. The first little rhyme (swallowing the bunny) was cute, but the rest fell pretty flat with my 3 and 5 year old kids. Not bad, just had much funnier books. Read more. One person found this helpful. Timothy Tunny Swallowed a bunny. The bunny got stuck in his throat. "That bunny looks funny," His mom said, "but Honey, Be thankful it isn't a goat." In the best tradition of children's poetry, Bill Grossman has created a delightful collection of verses. Each poem is accompanied by a witty and whimsical illustration by celebrated artist Kevin Hawkes. This description may be from another edition of this product. Timothy Tunny Swallowed a bunny. The bunny got stuck in his throat. "That bunny looks funny," His mom said, "but Honey, Be thankful it isn't a goat." In the best tradition of children's poetry, Bill Grossman has created a delightful collection of verses. Each poem is accompanied by a witty and whimsical illustration by celebrated artist Kevin Hawkes. About Humor. Timothy Tunny Swallowed a Bunny: ISBN 9780613601153 (978-0-613-60115-3) Topeka Bindery, 2003. Founded in 1997, BookFinder.com has become a leading book price comparison site: Find and compare hundreds of millions of new books, used books, rare books and out of print books from over 100,000 booksellers and 60+ websites worldwide. Coauthors & Alternates.